New Products

HEAVY DUTY FLAIL HEDGECUTTER
Designed very much with the Countryside Stewardship scheme in mind, this new hedgecutter system from STM features the Humus KM heavy duty flail technology, developed for quick, deep, clean cutting of dense and heavy growth. In recent trials it showed its capability for cutting through thick stems, including elm, a notoriously tough material.

01789 488450

DECORATIVE BARK
Rolawn have launched a Decorative Bark. A quality, durable deluxe ornamental pine bark, its attractive dark golden brown appearance and shape makes it ideal for beds and borders.

www.rolawn.co.uk
0845 6046085.

MAKE YOUR MARK!
Synthetic surfacing supplier Notts Sport has launched a new range of aerosol markers designed specially for use on synthetic turf.

The new Linemaker Aerosol offers a convenient way to introduce markings onto a synthetic surface with long-lasting results.

Whereas traditional line-marking methods tend to need frequent re-application, Notts Sport’s specially designed formula provides more durable, longer-lasting markings than ‘standard’ aerosols.

0116 272 0222
e-mail: info@nottssport.com

ELECTRIC CADDY-OWNERS’ ACCESSORY
Caddy Motion is a stable, reliable and inexpensive way to let your car charge your golf trolley battery while you drive.

The EMC-compliant unit can be either hard-wired to your vehicle (fixed to the floor of the boot) or you can plug it directly into the car’s cigarette lighter yourself as a plug-and-play accessory.

Caddy Motion is designed by auto electrical professionals so that it charges golf trolley batteries efficiently, while safeguarding the integrity of car batteries to maintain the voltage of the vehicle’s main electrical system.

www.caddy-motion.com

FIGHTING FUSARIUM
Two powerful ingredients feature in Throttle, Headland’s new curative and preventative fungicide.

This effective new product combines active ingredients, each with different modes of action, to provide more efficient control of Fusarium Patch (Microdochium nivale) in managed amenity turf. The liquid formulation does not affect the natural balance of soil bacteria and can be tank mixed with Headland’s contact fungicide Surpass, to aid rapid control of established infection.

Throttle is suitable for use on all established turf areas such as golf courses, bowls greens, sports pitches, parks and both residential and commercial lawns.

01223 597834
www.headlandamenity.com

www.rolawn.co.uk
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CHIPPER/SHREDDER

Ideal for landscapers and golf courses, this robust chipper/shredder from Bear Cat is powered by a 24hp Honda engine, and is highly versatile. A great machine to move from job to job, the Bear Cat Chipper/Shredder uses four reversible heat-treated steel chipper blades and 36 free-swinging shredder knives to reduce branches of up to 13cm (5”) in diameter to fine chips. The unique self-feed chipper operates without a screen, greatly reducing the chance of clogging, especially with damp material.

01844 278800
email: sales@echo-bearcat.co.uk

WEBPROOFS

Sweden based company, Five Seasons, has launched a new waterproof suit with detachable hood.

www.fiveseasons.se

TURF PERFECT

Scotts Professional has launched a new selective post-emergence herbicide which kills turf weeds in one hit.

Praxys combines the three most powerful active ingredients on the market, Florasulam, Floryxypyr and Clopyralid to wipe out weeds on golf courses, sports and amenity turf and lawns in one application.

0871 220 5353
www.scottsprofessional.co.uk

TWO NEW MODELS OF RIDE-ON ROTARY

Etesia has launched two models in their 100cm ride-on rotary range – the Hydro 100D BPSP and BPS.

In developing these machines, Etesia has succeeded in their objective to keep vibrations, emissions and noise to a minimum, while maintaining outstanding productivity and performance.

Power is at the heart of any rotary mower - with these high specification H100D lawnmowers, this comes from a Perkins 403D-07 20.5hp 3-cylinder water-cooled diesel engine - a unit noted for its quieter; cleaner; smooth yet powerful delivery.

Designed for durability and long life, this engine has a track record of proven reliability and performance and offers maximum fuel efficiency; low running costs plus longer intervals between servicing and oil changes.

01592 620263
www.etesia.com

3PointPower, the new distributor for Sisis Equipment in Scotland, are pleased to announce that the company’s own products, The 3 Point Linkage and PTO units for heavy duty Utility vehicles, are now available for direct sale. 3PP are also currently in the final stage of developing an exciting new product which will be launched in September.

Customers in Scotland will not notice any difference in the way Sisis products are handled, since 3PP have been appointed as sole distributor; all invoicing and spare parts will still be handled by Sisis (Macclesfield).

www.3pointpower.com

www.etesia.com